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“God is dead,
the author is dead,
history is dead,
only the architect is
left standing... an insulting evolutionary
joke...”

Rem Koolhaas, Junkspace (2001)
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This thesis aims to reconsider the
possibility and potential of the mausoleum as an
architectural contradiction by reconceptualizing
the mausoleum as a typology for public space,
thus inverting the traditional objective of introspection and the object-form, interior-exterior
dialectic of funerary architecture. By engaging
the mausoleum with 21st-century urbanization,
traditional notions of permanence, meaning,
and tectonics can be renegotiated through the
juxtaposition of a foreign object that activated
by the appropriation and integration of a social
program. Through this thesis, the mausoleum is
no longer a place for reflection or solidarity but
will operate as a stage set to frame and structure
civic activity.
Today the mausoleum has become
an architectural corpse, a useless typology that
serves little function for the contemporary city
or society. As a corpse, it can be understood as
being abject and rejected by architecture as a
heterotopia due to its lack of facility and inherent
autonomy (more so than its connection to death).
For this reason, and against a backdrop of an
urban environment which champions inclusive
and economy, the mausoleum has fallen out of
favor and risks becoming culturally irrelevant.
Nevertheless, as an architectural project, the
mausoleum allows the architect to engage with

an architectural verisimilitude, architecture for
architecture’s sake, which is not perverted by utility due to its very nature of being program-less.
Similarly, the mausoleum is conceived as an
object of permanence, culturally and tectonically,
and by association must have a definitive form,
which means the architecture does not leave
room for ambiguity. Therefore, as a typology
concerning the issue of significant form, the
mausoleum privileges formal operations over
the context, the user, and the program. Since the
design is not driven by technical, programmatic,
or mimetic conditions but rather the articulation
of a formal language to produce an aesthetic, the
mausoleum can be understood as a laboratory
for autonomous and self-referential formal expression which manifests in despotic architectural meaning. Limited to an autocratic definition
of form the mausoleum is static whereas the city
is dynamic; malleable and open to interpretation.
Thus, as a singularly formal architecture, the
mausoleum stands in opposition to the prime
ethos of urbanization, pluralistic formless expansion. The mausoleum cannot adapt, nor respond
to change; instead, it's architectural meaning
is acted upon and mutated as adjacent context
evolve. Through this metamorphose the meaning
of the Mausoleum has been lost, reducing it to an
artifact or folly.

Furthermore, while drawing upon the
tradition of archaeological speculation, which
constructs an architectural exquisite corpse of
possible multiplicities and hypothetical readings
of lost mausoleums this thesis intends to reclaim
the idle landscape of the mausoleum by activating it with public space for the living as well
as the dead which undermine the conventional
identity of the mausoleum and redefining its
architectural meaning beyond a heterotopia.
Blending the city with the mausoleum creates
a synthesis of opposing parts, a conflict that

positions static forms against the dynamic
occupation, event, sequence, and meaning which
occur over a nonlinear trajectory; x,y,x. Here the
mausoleum is conceptualized by the coexistence
of antagonistic forces which can be read phenomenally as an architecture of simultaneities (both
and conditions). Through this visual reciprocity,
conditions of public and private, interior and exterior, formal and ambiguity, create a dialectical
relationship that positions the mausoleum as “of
the city” and objectively separate.
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Uptaectiae vid eum es ne venihil lectur
assum, to veniento testias rem rectemperum volupta inum, ut od molupturem aut aligendae volo doloreh
enducip saectis molores equatibus.
Nullabo. Rum vendication porerum

Cruise Liner Program

CRUISE LINERS

ball room
promenade
1st class
2st class
3st class

Dining Saloon
Dining Saloon
Smoking Saloon
Smoking Saloon
Dining Saloon
Store Room
Baggage

Engine

Fuel
Double Liner

THE VESSEL
It inusam, non re dollut ad eni qui si
ducias apeditas porepelias raecum
que modit ius sum eium a simus rest
apitium quunducimus.
Uptaectiae vid eum es ne venihil lectur
assum, to veniento testias rem rectemperum volupta inum, ut od molupturem aut aligendae volo doloreh
enducip saectis molores equatibus.
Nullabo. Rum vendication porerum
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nem debisti as experes suntur?
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atestinis quiaturibus nonsequiant ex
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Uci sunt re quatissed ut pla volore
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cus utatiur, sequia expedig entotaquos
de sinia qui id essecup tasperatur
magnatquo od ma dolupti aspient, of=
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Scalar Relationships

THE PASSAGE
5
Harmony of the Sea

25
Basilica San Marco

8
Piazza San Marco

4
Manhattan Block

1.5
Great Pyramid

1
Luxor Casino

Rome Cemetery

1/7

THE JOURNEY TO EXCESS

Istanbul

Dubai

Singapore

Macao

